The effect of residence time and fluid volume to soil mass (LS) ratio on in vitro arsenic bioaccessibility from poorly crystalline scorodite.
Percent arsenic bioaccessibility is occasionally dependent upon arsenic concentration; however, the mechanism(s) of this relationship has not yet been defined. To evaluate the mechanism of this relationship, the arsenic bioaccessibility from freshly synthesized poorly crystalline scorodite was measured in the stomach, small intestine, and colon stages of the Simulator of the Human Intestinal Microbial Ecosystem (SHIME). The shape of the arsenic dissolution isotherms were different between stages (stomach: linear; small intestine: exponential rise to maxima; colon: sigmoidal). These results indicate that arsenic bioaccessibility may be limited by either in vitro GI fluid saturation or in vitro GI model residence time, depending upon the chemical/microbiological conditions of the model. Gastrointestinal microorganisms increased arsenic bioaccessibility of scorodite up to two-fold in the SHIME colon; however, this was dependent upon the sample arsenic concentration. Up to 40% of the bioaccessible arsenic was reduced to arsenite; however this process was neither mediated by GI microorganisms nor associated with increased arsenic bioaccessibility.